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the nations, overturnings, and changes in rulership between the time of Haggai and the

time of Christ, the time of Herod's temple. It is also true that Scripture predicts
physical

far reater/cataclysms in the future than have yet occurred. It is also true that this

term (nc) "to shake )th the nations," can refer to spiritual upheaval

instead of physical upheaval;/so it seems to me. The idea that this must

refer to the bringing of great aKJEtz±nE amount of beautiful things to Christ in the

future is sometimes based on the fact that the next (nv) verse (?) refers

to the silver and the gold as belonging to the Lord. This may g suggest that the desire

of all nations refers to the bringing of great gold and silver from the nations. Yet (nc)

This does not seem to me (nc) necessity One looking at the little

temple that (?) built by the returning exiles (?) disappointed

and can say, "How is it possible that any great glorious glories (nc) is to take part
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